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Joseph Losey’s English Rituals: The Servant (1963); Accident (1967); The Go-

Between (1970). All scripted by Harold Pinter. 

 
A game of Sunday cricket in rural Norfolk 1900 was a way for classes to mingle – 

landowners and tenants, aristocrats and bourgeois. Losey observes the rituals as if he’s been 

there annually for seventy years: the muttering yokels on the boundary, the ladies sitting with 

parasols before the pavilion, the mild annoyance when summer insects buzz too near one’s 

face. The young hero’s friend explains to the hero (who’s Twelfth Man) that it “simply isn’t 

done” to wear one’s school cricket cap “in a private match” like this one: and Losey’s camera 

pulls back to let us see their discussion in the context of chaises galloping past, and the whole 

village strolling to the cricket-field to see the sport. It’s all very public, and very polite, done 

according to the rules. 

 One woman yawns once. 

 

     
 

 But the reality is known to only two people present: the leading batsman of the Village 

Eleven is fucking the fiancée of the leading bowler of the Hall Eleven. Edward Fox’s bowling 

is far more stylish than Alan Bates’s batting: Fox looks professional – “Isn’t he fine? Such 

command and elegance.” Whereas Bates crouches low, and (I believe the term is) “slices” his 

shots – often, admittedly, to the boundary. Two of his balls go close to Julie Christie, his 

secret woman; she has to stay cool, for rough trade is what he’s giving her in the hayloft as 

well as on the field, whereas Fox, to whom she’s engaged, is a gentleman. “I’m not a 

cricketer”, says Bates: “I just hit”. “Burgess” (that’s Bates) “has no sense of culture, or 

discipline”, is the judgement of the young hero’s friend. 

 Behind Christie sits Margaret Leighton, her mother, who alone among the spectators 

suspects what’s going on. Every time Christie reacts to Bates’s bowling, Leighton raises an 

eyebrow. One particularly savage Six clatters on to the pavilion roof, and some of the ladies 

scream. “Are you all right, Marian?” asks Leighton – “Yes, Mamma.” – “The ball didn’t hurt 

you?” – “It didn’t touch me, Mamma”. 

 The young hero is in fact taking notes of assignation between Bates and Christie. He 

has to go on as Twelfth Man. In an excellent shot – I wonder how many takes it took? – he 

sees a high ball coming from Bates, and with only a single edit, catches it, right on the 

boundary. 

 Everyone’s all relaxed smiles as the game terminates, except Christie, on whom, as they 

go in for tea, Losey slowly zooms. She’s tapping her thumb on her parasol-handle. 

 

————— 
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A tennis knockabout in the back garden of an Oxford don in the sixties (an enviably big back 

garden, bigger than many an Oxford don could afford this century), is different. Here there 

are only a couple of private spectators, and you can joke around with the rules and no-one 

will mind … or will they? 

 Dirk Bogarde’s tennis is dreadful – it has neither the semi-pro polish of Edward Fox’s 

bowling nor the brute power of Alan Bates’s batting. Even on his first serve he bends his 

elbow close and sort of pats the ball, tentatively. Whereas Stanley Baker serves well, shouts 

“Hurry up!” at Bogarde, and then, when it’s clear this game will never get serious, first hits 

the ball with his forehead, then kicks it, and last, aiming carefully, hits Jacqueline Sassard on 

the bum with it. She reacts with seeming distaste: within a reel or so they’ll be in bed 

together. Bogarde, who fancies her too, doesn’t laugh, and young upperclass Michael York, 

who thinks he’s engaged to her, but will (we know already) end up dead, plays with 

maximum concentration, oblivious to all metaphor and subtext. 

 Strange harp arpeggios give an unreal feeling to what’s going on. 

 

Later, Bogarde, who’s York’s tutor, goes with York to York’s stately home, where, as a kind 

of initiation ritual, he has to take part in a brutal game, involving a leather-bound bolster, 

taking place in the entrance lobby, classical statues and blank, pale-faced upper-class girls 

looking on blandly. “Haven’t you played this game before?” – “No” – “Tradition! We all 

played it at school!” Later, “Only the old men watch – and the ladies”. 

 Bogarde, insists York, must be in goal. “You’ll enjoy it – it’s fun,” he says, public 

school teeth bared, obviously meaning the opposite of what he says: by now, as it seems, all 

too aware of subtexts. “I have a funny feeling that this is a murderous game” – “Not at all.” – 

“Isn’t it true that every aristocrat wants to die?” – “I don’t.” 

 

 
 

 But we already know that he will. 

 The game seems to have as its main objective the infliction of as much pain on as many 

of the players as possible. As Bogarde stares in disbelief, the scrum joggles up and down, 

sucking itself in and out like a human sea-urchin. York, displaying the same demonic 

concentration he showed in the tennis-match, fights off all comers, and comes straight at 

Bogarde, carrying the leather bolster. He crashes into him, and Bogarde, realising that they’re 

In the Land of No Holds Barred, jumps on his back and tries to strangle him. The rest of the 

players cannon into them, and all sense of civilised purpose and unity of intention is lost. 

Bogarde shoves his fingers in York’s face and tries to pull his mouth apart. York ends up with 

a huge scratch down his cheek. 
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 Cut to a cricket match in Christchurch Meadow. Stanley Baker, partnering York, is 

bowled clean out, and Losey’s camera follows him slowly, humiliatingly, back to the 

pavilion. “He really is a magnificent athlete, that boy,” purrs the Provost. “Yes,” snarls Baker; 

“he’s a natural – that boy.” 

 Six decades on from The Go-Between, sporting rituals have a horrible surface 

seriousness as well as a subtextual one. These are not games any more. 

 

————— 

 

“That’s no reason to take advantage of the fact that you’re sitting in the best position! You 

ought to be able to play the game according to the rules!” 

 It’s Bogarde again, but James Fox, this time, not Edward Fox. The young James Fox: 

much more vulnerable than Edward Fox, at any age. 

 

 
 

 Here there are no spectators, and neither ground nor court. Like the aristocratic house-

party game in Accident, only more so, this is a private ritual, not acknowledged in any 

sporting manual. They’ve invented the game between them: all it involves is throwing and 

catching a tennis-ball up and down a staircase, spookily lit by Douglas Slocombe, with the 

crazy shadows of both protagonists in harsh cut-outs on the walls. “I’m a gentleman’s 

gentleman, and you’re no bloody gentleman!” is what, earlier, Bogarde has screamed at Fox, 

his relationship with whom has been distorted, inverted and degraded throughout the picture. 

Both the women in the fable (Wendy Craig and Sarah Miles) have gone – stressful male 

bonding is all the mad house is left with. A few body-building ads are all Losey can use to 

suggest, in 1963, what exactly it is between Fox and Bogarde that’s replaced the female 

company. 

 Whatever it is, it isn’t working: well, it is working, in its way, but not well. Fox, 

without giving Bogarde warning, suddenly hurls the ball at him and hits him on the ear, 

making him yelp. Bogarde responds with a stream of resentment. Fox reminds him he’s just a 

servant – a statement of rank belied by the game they’ve invented. 

 They make up, after a fashion, and Fox, the master, goes off to pour Bogarde, the 

servant, a brandy. 

 

————— 

 

Odd that the three movies, with their move from style and class politeness to class 

disintegration and violence, were made in reverse order. 


